To Be Continued Notes

Directions: Use what you learn from student reports for Teacher Resource: To Be Continued Cards and class discussion to record key information and insights on the topics below.

TO BE CONTINUED....

Women and Affirmative Action through 2001 (record key information here):

•
•

Question for Discussion and further research: Do you believe Affirmative Action in higher education is needed for white women today? For women of color? For men?

Homework Question: What else is important for understanding the status of women and Affirmative Action today?

The Equal Rights Amendment through 1979 (record key information here):

•
•

Question for Discussion and further research: What similarities in arguments for/against an ERA do you see between 1923 and 1973?
Homework Question: What else is important for understanding the status of the Equal Rights Amendment today?

Equal Jury Service through 1974 (record key information here):

- 
- 

Question for discussion and further research: Should women’s rights advocates always oppose laws that treat men and women differently?

Homework Question: Do women serve equally on juries today?

Voting and Education (record key information here):

- 
- 

Question for discussion and further research: What examples can you think of from your study of American history to show a connection between education and political engagement?
**Homework Question:** Did the Education Amendments of 1972, and specifically Title IX, have any unintended consequences? What are some reasons this law remains controversial today?

---

**Economic Equality and the “Wage-Gap” (record key information here):**

- 
- 

**Question for discussion and further research:** To what extent should it be assumed that all differences in educational, career, or economic outcomes are due to discrimination? What other causes, if any, might be involved?

---

**Homework Question:** What else is important for understanding the connection today between women’s equality and wages/salaries earned?

---

**Women in public office (record key information here):**

- 
- 

**Question for discussion and further research:** Why do you think women still make up such a small percentage of government officials?
**Homework Question:** What else is important for understanding the status of women in public office today?


**Women and the Family** *(record key information here):*

- 
- 

**Question for discussion and further research:** Is there a lesson for women’s rights advocates in the relationship between marital status and education, and between education and voting?


**Homework Question:** What else is important for understanding the status of the family today?


**Abortion** *(record key information here):*

- 
- 

**Question for discussion and further research:** In what ways is abortion different or similar from other rights claimed by advocates of women’s equality?


**Homework Question:** Why do you think the ruling in Roe v. Wade remains controversial almost a half-century later?